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In this extended abstract I will draw on my experimental participatory design experiments
and develop a proposal for a decentred design role in transformation processes: the
imagination of Otherness. This concept is inspired by the political thinking of Deleuze and
Guattari and offers an alternative to the dichotomy majority vs. minority and, as I propose,
an alternative thinking model for political participation through design. It offers a way of
thinking design as engaged in and across multiple world makings – and not to think design
as an universal tool to engage marginalized minorities. I will outline my experience
working with fungi as partners in designing, which made me rethink my own assumptions
of the design process and the idea of “good participation”. The imagination of Otherness
is not only a perspective to understand the contingency of (political) design processes, but
also the multiple temporalities forming transformations.
More-than-human-centred-design; Otherness; becoming-minor; multiple temporalities

1. Introduction: Frictions of participation in transformation
In my work as a participatory designer promoting plural transformations one of the central guiding
concepts I encountered as the most challenging is the dichotomy of majority vs minority. As long as
transformations are understood as something that can be centrally administrated or managed, the
question of participation follows the idea of the majority inviting minorities. I found myself repeating
this pattern in my role as a designer working for participatory transformations, understanding myself as
a guiding facilitator inviting niche actors to participate in design activities like workshops at exhibitions,
maker fairs and hackathons (Popplow, 2020). I somehow assumed that these activities would provide
platforms to enhance the work and visibility of these niche actors. But I did not anticipate the irritations,
silences and head-on conflicts that provoked the decentering of my own position as a designer. I will
therefore introduce here the concept of common Otherness, developed from Deleuze and Guattari’s
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike 4.0
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“becoming-minoritarian of everybody” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 106) that helped me to reframe the
dichotomy of minority vs majority underlying most participatory (design) practices and to understand
more productively the frictions I encountered in practice.

2. Fungutopia – designing with more-than-humans
My understanding of design was first thoroughly challenged through the experience of designing with
fungi. What if we understand fungi as actors in the design process? How to describe their role in the
design process? I started to call the necessarily different counterparts with which we relate in making
Others in order to distinguish them from the concepts of non-humans or more-than-humans. The two
latter are notions that presume the human primacy but also that seem paradoxically to forget about the
differences of human actors by unifying them under the umbrella of “the human.” But Others are not
necessarily non-humans, nor should they be read as other-than-normal, which is critically discussed in
the discourse around Othering. I don’t relate more in detail to the discourse of Othering (Hegel, de
Beauvoir, Said, Spivak) because I can’t see an alternative here to the majority/minority, in-group/outgroup dichotomy. As an alternative to these framings, I prefer to argue for imaginations of Otherness as
a process that Deleuze and Guattari called becoming-minor, a process which aims at multiplicity not
equality. It is an ongoing practice of realizing that every living and non-living being is one among others –
never superior. Comprehending fungi as collaborators and not material (and acting accordingly) is one
example of this process of becoming-minor.
Fungi are fruitful and challenging beings to think and make with: they are able to teach us multiplicity,
which has been used also by Deleuze as a central concept that could be read as the positive description
of becoming-minor. Fungi are always with others, with trees, plants, logs, bodies. And they are multiple
themselves; they are mycelium, spores, and sometimes, occasionally mushrooms. They defy our
thinking in categories of species, hierarchies. They are part of a global economy, but as Anna Tsing has
brilliantly shown, they challenge easy commodification and demonstrate multiple, alternative ways of
living in the ruins of global capitalism. Learning from collaborations with fungi, I argue in line with Tsing
that the quality of multiplicity or multispecies world-making (Tsing, 2015, p. 292) helps to challenge the
economic and political thinking and making which guides the narrative of the Anthropocene as well as
the narrative of design as a universal tool. Whenever I refer to Others with capital O, I therefore address
the process of becoming-minor, of being and acting in multiple relationships with living and non-living
beings.

3. Others & Otherness
This “becoming-minoritarian of everybody”, suggests a movement of decolonization. We are not the
Ones to include them, but we are all Others. “The problem is to never acquire the majority” (Deleuze &
Guattari, 1987). Participation understood as situated responsibility, as becoming-minor cannot be
inclusive in the sense of empowering marginalized groups. I cannot make someone participate, but I can
only become-minor myself, being Other among Others. I have to let go of the ambition to control Others
and the encounter with them. The hope in this perspective lies indeed in what PD practitioners frame as
mutual learning: a learning that is not based in actors becoming equals, being empowered to know
something that was perceived as a deficit before, but a learning based in the radical difference of all
actors, all being different – but also differently skilled. A learning among and in-between learners
(Ranciere, 1991).
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This Otherness should not be understood in the sense of a new dichotomy of us vs the others, but as
being-in-the-world as radical interpedently being among Others. I become with fungi, people, plastic,
idiots, concepts. I become with Others and through that I become Other to them. Otherness in that
sense is not something that divides us, that prefers one form of being over the other, or that needs one
normative description to describe every differentiation from that norm, as in more-than-human or nonhuman. Otherness, being multiple and not One, is what is common. And, it is never a fixed status. It’s
not something I can draw on but rather a constant becoming-with, a becoming-with-Others. I become
different. I will be changed through the encounter. I become transformed. Transformation thought
through an ecology of practices is inherent to being-in-the-world. But transformations come in various
degrees, and what they need is imagination, imagination of a common Otherness.
To participate in transformation, to become transformed is nothing we can plan or design intentionally,
but what we can do is engage and experiment in situations. Interacting with differently skilled others
and things in design processes could enable us to imagine ourselves acting differently, becoming Other.
It is an imagination of multiplicity, a multiplicity that Deleuze has called virtual: “[R]ather than
expressing abstract alternative possibilities, virtual multiplicity forms something like the real openness
to change that inheres in every particular situation” (Roffe, 2010, p. 182). All that we can do is to pay “as
much attention as possible” (Stengers, 2005) in every particular situation, to act in presence of Others.
Participation in transformations in that strong sense, “cannot be stipulated in advance” but needs “a
presence, an autobiography and a projected future” (Suchman, 2007).

4. Proposal: Becoming minor, transforming through imaginations &
frictions of Otherness
Deleuze and Guattari offered the concept of “becoming minor” as a radical alternative to the dichotomy
majority vs minority, which runs deep not only into the foundations of most participatory practices but
also into the postcolonial discourse itself. The oppressed self is constructed through the oppressing
Other, the majority identifies through the excluded others. The majority invites the minority to
participate and henceforth enforces the dichotomy. What if we radically reconsider this thinking
through a third alternative, a hybrid Other (Untalan, 2019) which Deleuze and Guattari have described
as “the becoming minoritarian of everyone”? The wording highlights the transitive and ongoing quality
of this alternative. Deleuze and Guattari do not aim at a fixed ontological construct or identity but want
to counteract the tendency to align everything to the norms of a central majority. They propose
therefore to imagine multiplicity as an alternative, the constant change of becoming with and through
others.
Struggling to describe my own transformations working as a codesigner within various community
settings, the concept of becoming minor helped me to frame the quality of these codesign practices as
imaginations of Otherness. What I experienced during the community-based making of mycelium bags,
in the discussions accompanying the collaborative prototyping for bicycle friendly cities but also in the
frictions of online-communication, silences of workshops participants and the disgust to engage with
“dirty matters” (Duque & Popplow, 2019) like fungal mycelium were “interstitial surprises” (Hobson &
Sajed, 2017). These moments were encounters with other knowledges, other ways of doing things,
other ways of being, and in the best case disruptions of routines that opened up a space to imagine
Otherness, perspectives to transform on micro as well as macro levels.
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About the Author:
Laura Popplow I am a European designer and researcher with a background both in
cultural studies and media design. Having struggled for many years with my positioning
between academia, art, design and activism, I now understand my practice and the
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developed a perspective on design as political, democratic practice. I am especially
interested in designs capability to trace unarticulated issues through sociomaterial
making. My PhD focused on the historic and actual practice and discourse of
participatory design and transformation design. The ideal of “mutual learning” at the
core of participatory design is for me a necessary and valuable guideline to develop a
humble form of design practice that does not assume the capability to solve problems
and to know how to do good. Acknowledging vulnerability is for me a necessary
precondition for mutual learning in co-operative design.
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